
Secure collaboration.
Successful execution.

Authorised reseller:

Empower defense agencies with SMART’s 
TAA-compliant interactive displays to train more
dynamically, visualize complex scenarios, and
ensure readiness in the face of any challenge.

Where people and ideas meet 

Book a demo:
smarttech.com/demo-for-government

Solutions for Defense
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Strengthen training 
Improve personnel training with SMART Board® interactive displays by
simulating realistic scenarios and increasing participant engagement. Only
SMART allows participants to pick up a pen and write directly into and save
annotations in original file formats to reference later, capturing everyone’s
attention and helping trainees retain critical information.

Solidify defense readiness
Ensure mission planning, command & control, and information dissemination
can be adaptable in real-time with easy-to-use tools like our industry-leading
SMART Ink®. Get everyone involved in the process without any complicated
menus, overlays, or unnecessary steps to instantly markup mission briefings
and operational planning for hands-on, collaborative information sharing.

Streamline integration and compatibility
SMART solutions fit securely into existing technology setups, offering privacy
and security options for collaboration and conferencing.

Unleash full hybrid collaboration by connecting through Microsoft Teams, bring
intuitive collaboration and interactivity to Crestron meeting rooms with
Crestron Connected Crestron XiO Cloud, and capture, analyze, and save vital
information using SMART Ink with common file formats, including PDF,
PowerPoint and Excel. 

The ideal solution for high-
security collaboration
among teams - configured
especially for governments,
defense, and the highest
security facilities with
restrictions on Bluetooth,
wireless, and USB
peripherals.

SMART Board 6000S Pro 
TAA Compliant SMART Meeting Pro visual

collaboration software
allows government teams,
first responders, and highly
crucial and secure facilities
to create and capture ideas
in a virtually unlimited
whiteboard canvas — and
works without being
connected to a network.

SMART Meeting Pro

Maximize 
every mission with SMART 

Solutions for Defense

High security collaboration 
starts with SMART 

Secure solutions
trusted by military,
government, and
first responders
everywhere. 

Contact your SMART
federal representative at
smarttech.com/
demo-for-government
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SMART can be purchased on 
the following contracts:

SMART partners with ‘set-aside’ AV
integrators to allow federal
contracting officers to fulfill small
business and diversity contracting
requirements.

COTS
FIRST Source
NASA SEWP V
BIE Acquisitions
Contract


